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research until he was twenty-five. Joule had wonderful
gifts of construction and manipulation which required little
training, but it is possible that he was deeply indebted to
Dalton for the independence of his intellectual attitude.
Dal ton evidently liked the young Joules, as they noted after
calling on him in 1838 that he "seemed very pleased to see
us,"
Another profoundly important source of Joule's intellec-
tual independence was his financial independence. As a rich
young man he needed no conventional training to qualify
him for a career, or introduce him to powerful future friends.
His early researches were pursued partly in the spirit of a
young gentleman's entertainment, which happened to be
science instead of fighting or politics or gambling. It is
difficult to believe that any student who had received a
lengthy academic training could have described researches
in Joule's tone of intellectual equality. The gifted student
who had studied under a great teacher would almost
certainly adopt a less independent tone in his first papers,
because he would have the attitude of a pupil to his seniors,
besides a deference due to appreciation of his senior's
achievements. A student without deference after distin-
guished tuition is almost always mediocre.
Some very valuable material concerning Joule was
acquired by the late Professor W. W. Haldane Gee on
behalf of the Manchester College of Technology. It was
found in the cellars of Joule's last place of residence, at
12 Wardle Road, Sale. The writer is indebted to the
authorities of the Manchester College of Technology for
the permission to examine and comment on this remarkable
collection. The pieces of apparatus include the pump,
receivers, and double-walled calorimeter used in the famous
experiments, described later in this chapter, in which
Joule proved that gases which expand without doing
external work do not sensibly change in temperature.
There are cores of two of the electro-magnets used in his
experiments of 1839, a travelling microscope used in the
calibration of his thermometers, and many other smaller

